Albumin is the most prominent plasma protein, and one of its main functions is the transport of a large number of chemical compounds. In order to understand the nature of the transport and distribution of these compounds within biological organisms, it is important to examine the interactions of ions and molecules with proteins. In this work, the binding constants of experimentally studied metal-BSA complexes were calculated by using computational chemistry and molecular docking methods. Bovine serum albumin (BSA), polyacrylic acid (PAA) and eight different metal ions (Cd 2+ , Co
Introduction
The most well-known function of albumin is protein structures which allow the transport of a large number of chemical compounds. Many endogenous and exogenous compounds are transported after entering the bloodstream (including drugs, hormones, xenobiotics and fatty acids) as a complex with serum albumin [1] . This kind of protein also contributes to the maintenance of colloid blood osmotic pressure and blood pH [2, 3] , but one of the most important properties of albumin is that it can be reversibly attached to different compounds. In order to understand the nature of the transport and distribution of these species in biological systems, it is important to examine the interactions of ions and molecules with proteins [4] [5] [6] . Coordination compounds offer interesting opportunities with a wide variety of geometries and coordination numbers, which can be demonstrated with adjustable ligand kinetic, redox activity and metal ions, as well as pharmacologically unique high structural diverse properties in the design of new active molecules [7] . On the other hand, it has been suggested that the smoothness of the ligands coordinating the metal center in metal complexes plays an important role in medicinal drugs [8] .
Drug-serum albumin (SA) interactions play an important role in pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics. The settlement, distribution, half-life, and metabolism of many biologically active compounds in the body have * corresponding author; e-mail: vildan.enisoglu@uskudar.edu.tr been linked to their binding propensity to SA [9] [10] [11] . The BSA protein comes from two chain (A and B) including 583 amino acids. Structurally, BSA has three homologous regions (I-II-III): I (residues I-195), , and III (384-583) [12] and has two TRP centers (TRP134 and TRP213). BSA TRP213 is similar to central human serum albumin (HSA) TRP214 center [13] . Like other serum albumin, BSA also possesses a wide range of physiological functions related to the binding, transit and distribution of biologically active compounds [14] [15] [16] . In recent years, BSA complexes have been used as therapeutic agents against bacterial, viral, fungal infections, and different types of tumors [17, 18] , as well as radiopharmaceuticals, superoxide dismutase, and insulin mimics [19] including bioinorganic chemistry. BSA binds to a variety of soluble and insoluble drugs and strongly influences the way they are transported in the body. Numerous single-nucleated and multicore Cu 2+ , Ni 2+ , Zn 2+ , Co 2+ , Pt 2+ complexes have been investigated for BSA interaction and its binding ability with aromatic ligands (some of which carry known pharmacologically active moieties) [2, 3, 8, [20] [21] [22] . Presently, the formation of triple polycomplexes of synthetic polyelectrolytes and watersoluble and waterinsoluble biomolecules in the presence of transition metal ions is designed by using in vivo methods. In this study, BSA (pdb code:4OA0) and PAA ( Fig. 1a-b ) complex formation process was investigated in the presence of the particular metal ions. The stability and binding constants of transition metal-BSA complexes were calculated by using computational chemistry methods in our experimental study.
Methods

Geometry optimizations
In this study, the stable conformation of acrylic acid (AA) was first found using Spartan 04 [23] program. To understand which BSA-PAA-ion complex is more stable, firstly the PAA-ion coordination number was determined. Geometry optimizations were made to investigate monomer, dimer, trimer, and tetramer configurations of PAA with the metal ion. According to the lowest energy principle, which PAA-ion complex was more stable was decided. Linear, trigonal planar, tetrahedral and bipyramidal complex structures for trimer form and trigonal, bipyramidal, tetrahedral, octahedral, squareplaner and seesaw structures for tetramer form were drawn using GaussView5.0 [24] for computational analysis purposes and Cu + ion was selected as metal ion. All computations were performed with semi-empirical PM6 method [25, 26] by using the Gaussian09 suite of programs [27] .
Molecular docking studies
In all the molecular docking studies (that constitute the second phase of this study), 4OR0 protein data bank code was selected as the crystal structure of BSA. AutoDock4.2 [28, 29] and Auto Dock Tools (ADT) software were used to calculate the binding energies in the docking studies. The Lamarckian genetic algorithm was used, the genetic algorithm (GA) cycle was selected as 150, and the maximum number of evaluations was 25 million. The selection of the binding site in BSA was determined as the x, y, z coordinates of the carbonyl carbon of the amino acid TRP213 as the center atom of a cube measuring 50 × 50 × 50 Å 3 . Each docking run was repeated 10 times for trimer and tetramer complex structures separately. The central metal ions in the trimer and tetramer complex structures, which were determined to be the most stable configuration, were displaced respectively to obtain structures for the calculation of the binding energy in the protein for each metal ion (Fig. 2) ) the same approach was applied respectively. The selection of ions was done according to experimental data supplied by the work of Karahan et al. [30] , with the only exception of Cu + ion being included for its importance in metal catalysis.
Results
The results of semi-empirical PM6 calculations for the determination of the stable conformer of the complex formed between the metal ion and the PAA are listed in Table I . The trigonal planar conformation is the most stable for the trimer structure of the BSA-metal ion complex, the second stable conformation is T-shaped with a small energy difference (0.11 kcal mol −1 ). In other conformal forms having different number of cores, trigonal bipyramid conformation has been found the most stable. In tetramer configuration, tetrahedral conformation comes with a very small relative energy (1.23 kcal mol −1 ) close to the trigonal bipyramid.
According to our results, trigonal structures in both trimer and tetramer configurations are the most stable conformations (Fig. 2a,b) . We performed docking studies between the complex that is identified as the stable conformation of the PAACu + metal ion (for trimer and tetramer forms, respectively) and BSA. The result of the docking study involving the binding energy and conformation of surrounding amino acids in the active site, we have found that tetramer PAA-Cu + metal ion complex structure is more compatible with the binding region of BSA (binding energies: -8.15 kcal mol −1 for the tetramer and -6.15 kcal mol −1 for the trimer structures). Relying on this observed characteristic in the binding region, all experiments were carried out on tetrameric trigonal bipyra-midal structures of PAA-metal ion complexes. The binding energy results obtained for the BSA-metal ion-PAA complexes are listed in Table II below.
The results show that the binding energy of the BSAmetal ion-PAA complexes is the most stable complex with the Cu + ion. + -PAA complex interacts with a total of 8 amino acids in the binding region. There is a strong interaction especially with ASP450 (H-linked) and SER453, slightly weaker interaction with ARG198, ALA209, TRP213, SER343 LEU 480 and VAL481 residues. Figure 4a and b shows a strong interaction between amino acid ASP450 and BSA-Cu + -PAA complex on both sides (2.02 Å and 2.83 Å interaction distance) as well as a one sided interaction between SER453 and BSA-Cu + -PAA complex (2.53 Å interaction distance). More distant interactions detected in the other complex structures are being studied on. 
Conclusion
The Cu + ion has created the most stable complex structure between the transition metal ions, polyacrylic acid and bovine serum albumin. Understanding the importance of the Cu + metal ion, which has not been experimentally studied, has provided valuable data for the selection of transition metals for following experimental work. The results from our docking study are consistent with the experimental data. The obtained results show the importance of determining the coordination number and conformation of the complex formed between the metal ion and PAA and at the same time semi-empirical PM6 method is the right choice. On the other hand, it is thought that docking operation for the studies which is similar to BSA metal ions-PAA complex structure will contribute to the determination of stable complex structures and stability orders.
